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THz Channel Modeling in 6G Deployment Scenarios 

 
Jianhua Zhang, Jiaxin Lin, Pan Tang, Wei Fan, Zhiqiang Yuan, Ximan Liu, Huixin Xu, Yejian Lyu, Lei Tian, and 

Ping Zhang  

Abstract—Terahertz (THz) communication is considered to be 
a key enabling technology for 6G due to its abundant available 
spectrum resources. One prerequisite for implementing THz com-
munication systems is to understand and model the THz radio 
channel in 6G deployment scenarios. However, new radio charac-
teristics in THz bands (e.g., channel sparsity, near-field propaga-
tion, and large-scale antenna configuration) have brought new op-
portunities and challenges to channel modeling in terms of model-
ing complexity and accuracy. In this work, we aim to address these 
opportunities and challenges with the deterministic ray tracing 
(RT) approach. First, the propagation characteristics in THz 
bands are discussed. We elaborate on why deterministic RT can 
be a promising approach to model the propagation characteristics 
in THz bands for 6G. Second, an RT-based channel modeling ap-
proach is presented, which uses channel measurement data to cal-
ibrate simulation parameters. Third, the performance of the RT-
based channel modeling approach is demonstrated through a com-
parison between simulations and channel measurements. The 
comparison results show that the RT-based channel modeling ap-
proach can well describe the propagation characteristics, i.e., the 
delay and spatial dispersion, channel sparsity, near-field propaga-
tion, and non-stationarity, with reduced simulation complexity in 
THz bands. 
 

Index Terms—6G, Terahertz, channel modeling, ray tracing, 
channel measurement 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Terahertz (THz) communication, which aims to use THz 
wave (0.1-10 THz) for wireless communications, has been con-
sidered the key enabling technology to meet the data-rate de-
mand in 6G due to its abundant available spectrum resources. 
THz communication is considered for various application sce-
narios, including short-range cellular communications and ma-
chine systems, and up to long-range point-to-point backhaul 
scenarios. Furthermore, THz communication is considered 
promising to be jointly exploited with other advanced technol-
ogies, such as multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), sensing, 
and artificial intelligence [1]. 

Channel is the medium, in which the radio wave propagates, 
between the transmitter (TX) and the receiver (RX), and it de-
termines the ultimate performance of the wireless communica-
tion system [2]. The objective of channel modeling is to build a 
mathematical representation of the physical propagation media. 
And, channel modeling is essential for the design and perfor-
mance evaluation of wireless communication systems [3]. Thus, 
understanding and modeling the channel is a prerequisite for 
 

 
 

implementing wireless communication systems [4]. Further-
more, the THz channel characteristics of the deployment sce-
nario should be considered in the application. THz channels 
have experimentally shown directionality and can be character-
ized by a few dominant paths [5]. As a result, the propagation 
channel in THz bands will be highly sparse and specular. THz 
communication systems will rely mainly on the line-of-sight 
(LOS) path for long-range applications, while a few dominant 
paths, e.g., LOS and reflected paths, can be utilized for short-
range applications. Importantly, due to the employment of 
large-scale antenna configuration (to combat severe propaga-
tion loss), short-range deployment scenario, and short wave-
length in THz bands, channel non-stationary is another aspect 
that should be considered in channel modeling. For example, 
antenna elements in massive MIMO systems might experience 
different channel statistics, which leads to spatial non-station-
ary channels [6].  

Considering the channel characteristics and applications of 
THz communication systems, a ray tracing (RT) based channel 
modeling approach may be more promising for 6G THz channel 
modeling. The sparsity characteristic of THz waves, the im-
portance of dominant propagation paths, and their susceptibility 
to blockage lead to the need for site-specific channel modeling. 
First, RT, as the deterministic modeling approach based on 
electromagnetic (EM) field theory and geometrical optics, ena-
bles accurate modeling of the dominant paths of THz waves at 
specific sites. Also, the quasi-optical property of THz waves 
ensures the accuracy of the RT approach with high precision. 
Second, the need for accurate modeling of dominant paths only 
can effectively reduce the complexity of RT (in terms of data-
base accuracy and interaction orders of propagation mecha-
nisms). Third, for future data-driven research needs, RT simu-
lations can provide the essential massive input data, which is 
not feasible with measurement data. 

This paper presents that deterministic ray tracing is a prom-
ising solution to channel modeling in THz bands. Two sets of 
indoor measurement campaigns in THz bands are conducted to 
calibrate and verify RT simulation results. Good agreement is 
achieved between the RT simulation and measurement results, 
which demonstrate the effectiveness of RT in THz bands for 6G. 
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II. CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS AND APPLICATIONS OF THZ 

COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

A. Channel characteristics in THz bands 
Radio channels in THz bands present many important and 

specific characteristics, which should be properly considered, 
as detailed below. 

1) High propagation loss 
The high propagation loss of the THz channel is intro-
duced by high free-space path loss and non-negligible 
atmosphere molecular absorption. On one hand, the THz 
channel is known to have higher free-space propagation 
loss according to the Friis formula. To compensate for 
this high propagation loss and to consider the power lim-
itations of current THz transceivers, high-gain direc-
tional antennas should be used at both TX and RX front 
ends. On the other hand, the absorption of oxygen and 
water vapor is very common in atmospheric absorption 
in the THz channel, where the absorption of water vapor 
is dominant. Unlike lower frequency bands, molecular 
absorption is a non-negligible factor and should be con-
sidered for long-range communication scenarios. 

2) Sparsity 
As experimentally demonstrated, the propagation chan-
nel becomes sparser and more specular as the frequency 
goes up. The THz propagation channels will be charac-
terized only by a few dominant paths, e.g., LOS and a 
few low-order reflection paths, due to high diffraction 
[7], penetration, and reflection losses of THz waves. 
Furthermore, owing to the spatial filtering characteris-
tics of highly directional antennas employed at both 
communication ends, the radio channels become sparser. 

3) Near-field and spatial non-stationary 
In massive MIMO systems, the far-field and spatial sta-
tionarity assumptions applied for traditional MIMO sys-
tems may be violated [8]. Due to the high frequency of 
THz waves and the small size of the antenna, a large 
number of antennas can be embedded in a few square 
millimeters. For example, graphene-based plasmonic 
nano-antenna arrays can achieve up to 1024 ×  1024 

MIMO [9]. And, in the ultra-massive MIMO, Rayleigh 
distances can reach several hundred meters. It is gener-
ally agreed that the assumption of plane waves no longer 
holds when the propagation distance is less than the Ray-
leigh distance. As discussed, due to the high propagation 
loss, the communication range will be rather small, mak-
ing the near-field (i.e., plane-wave model assumption 
becomes not valid) and spatial non-stationary (i.e., the 
spatial stationary assumption is violated) effects a pro-
nounced problem in the THz bands. Therefore, it might 
become essential to model these effects in the THz chan-
nel modeling. 

B. THz channel modeling 
Channel modeling can be generally classified into determin-

istic and statistical approaches. The deterministic modeling ap-
proach is based on EM wave propagation theory, which in prin-
ciple can match the site-specific measurement results. However, 

it typically requires a precise geometric database and EM infor-
mation about the scenarios and suffers from computation com-
plexity. RT is a representative site-specific deterministic mod-
eling approach based on geometric optics. The empirical mod-
eling approach has been widely adopted in the standards due to 
its simplicity. However, it is not site-specific, and it is not able 
to model channel near-field effects and spatial non-stationarity 
[6]. 

RT-based channel modeling has been extensively utilized in 
sub-6 GHz and mmWave bands. However, the channel model-
ing using the RT approach in the THz band is different from 
that in sub-6 GHz and mmWave bands. These differences bring 
new opportunities for RT-based channel modeling in THz 
bands: 
1) For the inherent characteristics of RT, RT based on geo-

metric optics can be explained by the high-frequency ap-
proximation of Maxwell's equations. Consequently, the 
quasi-optical characteristics make the RT results in the 
THz band more reliable and suitable than those in the sub-
6 GHz band. 

2) For THz channel characteristics, the high propagation loss 
and sparsity characteristics of the THz channel enhance the 
need for site-specific analysis, which can be well captured 
by RT simulation. Compared to sub-6 GHz, the propaga-
tion range of THz waves is shorter. RT only needs to be 
carried out over a limited distance. Moreover, considering 
the sparsity and specularity of the THz channel, RT simu-
lation of the dominant paths, with limited propagation 
mechanism and reflection order, can be sufficiently accu-
rate. Because RT simulation of the dominant paths does not 
require an accurate database of measurements [6]. In addi-
tion, the spatial filtering brought by the directional anten-
nas at one or both communication ends makes the spatial 
channel more sparse. RT can easily characterize this sparse 
characteristic because it can simulate radio channels under 
any antenna configuration in principle. 

3) For THz applications, most of them are for high-rate trans-
mission, which requires reliability and potentially real-time 
operation, such as autonomous driving. This increases the 
requirement for accurate beam alignment at TX and RX. 
RT can get more realistic and accurate channel information, 
and has the potential to achieve precise beam alignment. 
For MIMO systems with array configuration, non-planar 
wavefront issues in near-field scenarios need to be consid-
ered. In addition, for system applications, spatial multi-
plexing is often used in the sub-6 GHz band due to the 
abundance of paths, while weak paths are necessary to be 
simulated for channel de-correlation. THz communication, 
on the other hand, only requires the dominant path, and 
beamforming generally requires steering to only one or two 
of the strongest paths. RT-assisted beamforming has been 
proposed to predict the dominant paths in real time by RT.  
Thus, multiple beams can be steered directly to the domi-
nant directions, which avoids the time-consuming brute-
force beam-search process. For joint communication and 
sensing modeling, we can have easy access to the digital 
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map of the environment information required for RT. And 
in a data-driven network combined with artificial intelli-
gence, we can easily generate a large set of RT channels, 
with scalable configuration. Thus, RT can provide suffi-
cient data to implement new functions, such as predicting 
channels and exploring the relationship between THz chan-
nel parameters. 

C. Challenges of THz channel modeling with RT 
However, there are still some challenges to RT-based chan-

nel modeling in THz bands. Most notably, there is no complete 
EM property of the material in THz bands. Also, there is a lack 
of adequate measurements for validating and calibrating RT. 
For real-time applications, the RT channel model is difficult to 
implement. 
1) Lack of complete knowledge of material EM properties 

The lack of knowledge of EM properties in the THz band 
hinders the use of RT. Currently, there are two measure-
ment approaches to address this challenge, with and with-
out the material EM property measurement: 

 Extensive material property measurement: Many groups 
have already measured the EM property of common build-
ing materials in the THz frequency band, such as [10]. 
This allows the measured EM parameters to be used di-
rectly in the RT. However, the measurement of the precise 
EM property is time-consuming. Only limited data in THz 
bands have been reported now, which should be jointly 
addressed by the community. 

 Calibration with measurement data: In case the measured 
material property is not available, RT calibration with 
measurement data, i.e., tuning material property in RT to 
obtain the best match with measurement data, is often used. 
[11] proposed a broadband calibration algorithm based on 
simulated annealing. For example, [12] and [13] calibrate 
RT using measurement data in indoor and kiosk scenarios 
respectively, according to the algorithm of [11], and gen-
erate simulated channel data to obtain a stochastic model. 

2) Inadequate channel measurement data 
Whether to verify or calibrate the RT-based channel mod-
els, there is still a lack of adequate and comprehensive 

channel measurement data. It is much more difficult to con-
duct a large-scale channel measurement campaign in the 
THz band than in the sub-6 GHz band. The main reason is 
that the THz measurement system is expensive. Moreover, 
there are almost no omnidirectional antennas in the THz 
band. The method of mechanically capturing multipath 
components (MPCs) information in all directions by rota-
tional scanning of directional antennas is not only slow but 
also cannot obtain dynamic information in all directions. 

3) Lack of real-time RT implementation 
The THz channel model supporting real-time is promising 
for applications. THz waves are highly directional and eas-
ily blocked, so beam alignment and tracking are required 
for real-time applications in dynamic scenarios. However, 
real-time RT is mainly hampered by computational com-
plexity. Dynamic RT allows the prediction of channels in 
coherent time to reduce the number of required RT runs. It 
is promising for obtaining instantaneous channel infor-
mation. But the problem of estimating the correlation time 
is still not solved. 

III. MEASUREMENT-CALIBRATED RT 

To explore the performance of the deterministic RT in the 
THz band, this paper uses measurements to calibrate the mate-
rial EM properties in the corresponding scenario. The measure-
ment-calibrated RT flow is shown in Fig. 1.  

For RT simulation, first, the environment is modeled accord-
ing to the measurement scenario, and the TX and RX coordi-
nates are set. Next, the geometric paths are determined gener-
ally based on geometric optics theory and coherent bypass the-
ory. Then, EM calculations are performed to obtain information 
such as power gain, delay, and angle for each path, i.e., the RT 
channel parameters. The RT channel parameters are processed 
to obtain the required channel information, which is represented 
as RT simulation data in Fig. 1. In this work, the commercial 
RT tool Wireless InSite is adopted for the RT simulation.  

The calibration process is shown in Fig.1. We tune the mate-
rial EM properties in RT simulation to reach the best agreement 
in terms of power and delay for the dominant propagation paths.  

Fig. 1. Flowchart of measurement-calibrated RT channel simulation. 
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TABLE I 
MEASUREMENT SETUP 

TABLE II 
PARAMETERS OF MEASUREMENT AND RT PATHS 

Scenario Path Index Parameter Measurement RT Difference 

Empty room* 

1 
Delay [ns] 20.3 20.2 0.1 

Path gain [dB] -86.9 -87.1 0.2 

2 
Delay [ns] 23.7 23.7 0 

Path gain [dB] -87.5 -87.2 -0.3 

3 
Delay [ns] 27.2 27.2 0 

Path gain [dB] -91.3 -91.2 -0.1 

Spacious hall 

1 

AOA [deg] -38.0 -36.3 -1.7 
AOD [deg] -36.0 -36.3 0.3 
Delay [ns] 14.0 14.1 -0.1 

Path gain [dB] -44.5 -44.5 0 

2 

AOA [deg] -56.0 -54.3 -1.7 
AOD [deg] 82.0 82.4 -0.4 
Delay [ns] 24.0 24.4 -0.4 

Path gain [dB] -57.9 -57.6 -0.3 

3 

AOA [deg] -104.0 -102.2 -1.8 
AOD [deg] 22.0 23.5 -1.5 
Delay [ns] 31.5 30.8 0.7 

Path gain [dB] -65.4 -64.7 -0.7 
*: Note that the path parameters of this scenario are obtained with one element of the virtual large-scale array as the reference. 

In the beginning, the RT simulation outputs the results corre-
sponding to the initial EM parameters, which are compared 
with the measurement data. If the results of power and delay 
parameters for the dominant paths match (with an objective to 
minimize the root mean square error), the simulation results are 
output. If the results do not match, the relative permittivity and 
conductivity of the materials are updated and the simulation re-
sults are output again. This operation is repeated until the best 
agreement between the simulation and measurement results is 
achieved. 

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

In this section, the performance of the measurement-cali-
brated RT is analyzed based on two sets of indoor measurement 

campaigns in THz bands. Channel measurements are performed 
based on a vector network analyzer measurement system at Aal-
borg University, Denmark [14]. In addition, the 300 GHz sys-
tem also utilizes the radio-over-fiber technique to extend the 
measurement distance. The measurement setting parameters are 
shown in Table 1. The measurements were conducted in two 
indoor typical scenarios, i.e., the empty room and the spacious 
hall. And, channel characteristics among the two scenarios are 
different, which are intentionally selected to demonstrate the 
accuracy of RT simulation in different deployment scenarios. 
The obtained parameters of several dominant paths are shown 
in Table 2 for measurement and RT comparison. Note that the 
gain in the empty room scenario is calculated with the antenna 
gain included. 

Parameter Empty room scenario Spacious hall scenario 
Frequency (GHz) 100 300 
Bandwidth (GHz) 6 2 

Transmitted power (dBm) 0 5 
Measurement description Virtual array (Aperture = 1 m) Horn antenna rotation 
TX antenna type (gain, 

HPBW) 
Omnidirection (4.5 dBi, —) Horn antenna (26 dBi,8°) 

TX rotation Fixed [-90:4:90] 
RX antenna type (gain, 

HPBW) 
Omnidirection (4.5 dBi, —) Horn antenna (26 dBi,8°) 

RX rotation [-180:0.5:180] (virtual array) [-180:4:180] 
TX-RX distance (m) 6.5 4.2 
Antenna height (m) 1.25 1.25 
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A. Empty room scenario 
This set of measurement campaigns was conducted at 100 

GHz with a bandwidth of 6 GHz. The TX uses a vertically po-
larized omnidirectional antenna while the RX uses a virtual uni-
form circular array (UCA) antenna with a radius of 0.5 m and 
2400 elements. With this UCA antenna, accurate parameters of 
MPCs, e.g., the path gain, delay, and angle, can be extracted 
from measurement data through parametric estimation [15]. 
The gain of the TX and RX antennas is 4.5 dBi. The UCA po-
sition is referred to by the center of the UCA, then the distance 

between TX and RX is 6.5 m. The height of both TX and RX is 
1.25 m. During measurement, a metal plate stands near the RX 
as shown in Fig. 2a. 

Fig. 2b shows the ray trajectories diagrams of the dominant 
path. The trajectory color changes in the order of red-orange-
yellow-green indicating that the received power decreases se-
quentially. It can be seen that the dominant paths come from 
first-order reflection and second-order reflection paths. And the 
received power of the paths generally decreases as the reflection 
order increases as expected. Furthermore, the measurement 
power delay profile across elements of UCA results is shown in 

Fig. 3. Spacious hall scenario: a) Photograph in the hall scenario; b) Ray trajectories; c) Power-AOA-AOD measure-
ment result; d) Power-AOD-AOA simulation result. 

Fig. 2. Empty room scenario: a) RX view in the empty room scenario; b) Ray trajectories; c) Power-delay-element 
measurement result; d) Power-delay-element simulation result. 
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Fig. 2c. We can see that the power and delay of MPCs vary with 
the element, exhibiting a non-stationary characteristic in the 
spatial domain. The non-stationary characteristics of the path 
with high delay are more obvious, as shown by the expansion 
of the range of power values and the increase of the curvature 
of the delay-element curve. It indicates that the spatial non-sta-
tionary characteristics of higher-order reflection paths may be 
more obvious. Fig. 2d shows the RT results with measurement-
based calibration. The trajectory of MPCs across the array ele-
ments is almost the same between the RT results and the meas-
urement results. Especially, three strong MPCs are marked in 
numbers. A good agreement is achieved among the measure-
ment and RT simulated paths in terms of power, angle, and de-
lay. As shown in Table 2, the delay differences between the 
three dominant paths are 0.1 ns. The power differences are 
within ±0.3 dB. Note that the standard geometry-based stochas-

tic channel modeling approaches would fail to model such near-
field and spatial non-stationarity effects. 

B. Spacious hall scenario 
This set of measurement campaigns was conducted in a spa-

cious hall scenario at 300 GHz. The measurement bandwidth is 
set to 2 GHz. In the measurement campaign, TX and RX use 
horn antennas with horizontal HPBW of 8° and a gain of 26 dBi. 
TX and RX are rotated horizontally by 180° and 360° in steps 
of 4°, respectively. The measurement results are stitched to the 
rotation results. The distance between TX and RX is 4.2 m. The 
height of both TX and RX is 1.25 m. 

Fig. 3b shows the ray trajectories and it can be seen that the 
5 dominant paths come from the LOS path and the reflection 
paths of the adjacent columns. Fig. 3c shows the measurement 
power angle profile, in which 5 dominant paths are also marked 
in numbers. Furthermore, the delay of 5 dominant paths is plot-
ted to do the comparison. Fig. 3d shows the results of RT sim-
ulations for the five dominant paths. By comparing Fig. 3c with 
Fig. 3d, it can be seen that MPCs have a good agreement in both 
the spatial and the delay domains between the measurement and 
RT results. For example, the differences between the measure-
ments and RT simulations for the delay of the 5 paths are within 
±2 ns. From Table 2, the maximum differences of AOA, AOD, 

delay and power gain of the dominant paths are - 1.8°, - 1.5°, 
0.7 ns and -0.7 dB respectively, while the minimum differences 
come from path 1, up to - 1.7°, 0.3°, - 0.1 ns and 0 dB respec-
tively. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, we present that deterministic RT modeling is a 
promising approach for THz channel modeling. To support this 
viewpoint, we firstly introduce propagation characteristics in 
THz bands, such as high propagation loss, sparsity, near-field 
and spatial non-stationarity need to be properly considered in 
the channel modeling. Then, we expound that these propagation 
characteristics and the requirements of 6G applications for site-
specific channel models bring opportunities and challenges to 
RT-based channel modeling. On one hand, characteristics of 
RT, THz channel characteristics, and THz applications make 

RT become more applicable in THz channel modeling, com-
pared to channel modeling in low frequency bands. On the other 
hand, RT meets challenges in three aspects: material EM prop-
erties, channel measurements, and real-time implementation.  

To further demonstrate our viewpoint about RT, the RT-
based channel modeling methodology is introduced, and its per-
formance is investigated. By comparing measurements and 
simulations in two indoor typical scenarios, i.e., the empty room 
and the spacious hall, we find that good agreement is achieved 
between the measurement and ray tracing simulation. However, 
in order to obtain a more accurate measurement-calibrated RT 
channel model, more measurements are still needed to calibrate 
EM properties of materials accurately in RT simulation and 
more detailed scenario database description is required in RT. 
There is a trade-off between RT simulation accuracy and com-
plexity and the goal is to achieve reasonably good accuracy with 
minimal simulation complexity, e.g., as done in the METIS 
work for 5G. In this work, we have achieved excellent agree-
ment between RT simulation and measurement for the domi-
nant propagation paths with simple database and EM property 
description, which clearly demonstrates the potential of RT 
simulation for accurate THz channel modeling. 
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